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Britain-Ireland's
friend or foe?

Falcons split
season finale
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Sunny. High 65-70 F,
low 40-45 F. Near zero
percent chance of rain.

Bowling Green State University

U.S. seeks agreement in Syrian-Israeli feud
JERUSALEM (AP) - U.S. envoy Philip
Habib met yesterday with the leaders of Syria
and Israel, but his effort to avert a showdown
over Syria's missiles in Lebanon was clouded
by signs of Israeli impatience and Syrian
charges he was covering for an impending
Israeli attack.
Habib flew to Israel from Damascus where
he spent Vh hours with Syrian President Hafez
Assad, telling reporters afterward, "All I can
say is that the diplomatic efforts will continue."
It was the veteran American diplomat's
third go-round on the Syria-Israel shuttle he

cause and eventually invade Syria."
has been traveling for 12 days.
ADDING TO the chilliness of Syria's treatAS HE was meeting with Assad, Israeli
Foreign Minister Yitzhak Shamir was telling ment was Assad's decision to keep Habib
reporters in Jerusalem that Israel will not waiting for 20 hours after his arrival in
wait indefinitely for diplomacy to remove the Damascus before seeing him.
Soviet-made anti-aircraft missiles - that the
The threat of war has hung over the Middle
Israeli air force will eventually be called in.
"It is not a question of days or hours," East since Israel shot down two Syrian
Shamir said, "but we cannot wait for mon- helicopter gunships operating against the
Lebanese Christians in eastern Lebanon April
ths."
28. Syria responded the nest day by moving
In Damascus, the government newspaper Al SAM-6's into the area.
Baath said Habib's mission was a deception:
An-Harah, a Beirut newspaper, reported
"Habib is preparing the grounds for a largescale Israeli aggression on Lebanon to parti- yesterday that during a visit to Riyadh over
tion that country, liquidate the Palestinian the weekend, Habib had obtained Saudi

Arabia's backing for a four-point plan to ween Christians and a coalition of Moslems
and Palestinian guerrillas. But the Christians
defuse the missile crisis.
say they have become an army of occupation,
to have taken a personal role in the crisis. AcTHE PLAN was said to call for gradual cording to deputy press secretary Larry
withdrawal of the weapons in exchange for a Speakes, Reagan met on Saturday with Saudi
moratorium on Israeli flights over the area, Prince Turki El Faisal, an adviser to the Saudi
peace talks under U.S. auspices, return to royal family.
Lebanese army control of trie strategic high Begin said Monday he doubts Saudi Arabia
country that Syria and the Christians have will be of much help and described it as "one
been disputing, and resumption of Saudi and of the most corrupt states in the world."
Kuwaiti aid to Syria's force in Lebanon.
Syria's 22,000 soldiers in Lebanon are under Asked about that yesterday, State Departan Arab League mandate to enforce the ar- ment spokesman Dean Fischer said, "We do
mistice that ended the 1975-76 civil war bet- believe that this is a time when everyone conPresident Reagan was reported yesterday cerned. .. should restrain their rhetoric."

Salvadorans call
nun Communist
by Kathleen Kosher
News stall reporter

Sister Cindy Drennen, who spent
six years as a missionary in El
Salvador, from 1972 to 1978, said
last night that she would like to
return some day, but she knows she
cannot because the El Salvadoran
government is keeping a file on
her.
Drennen talked about her experiences as a teacher in El
Salvador as part of Anti-Militarism
Week at the University, which is
sponsored by the Social Justice
Committee.
Drennen is a sister of the
Cleveland Mission, the only
organization which has civilians
located in that Central American
country. She said a priest in El
Salvador had asked the bishop of
the Cleveland mission in 1972 to
send people to help the peasants.
"Since I opened my mouth and
said it was a good idea, I decided I
better put myself there so I
volunteered," Drennen said.

Sitter Cindy Dtennen

Labeled as a subversive by the
junta in power, Drennen said she is
sure the government began to compile a file of her activities, calling
the Bible and songs she taught the
peasants communistic.
"I'm not a Communist. I don't
like communism," Drennen said.

Faculty salaries may be hiked
by Marie Cisttrlno
News stall reporter

After almost an hour of deliberation
and debate. Faculty Senate members
voted on a salary recommendation
that would put a minimum of 12.4 percent increment on the faculty-salary
pool for the 1961-82 fiscal year.
But a preliminary expense and
budget analysis for 1981-82 outlined by
Dr. Michael Ferrari, interim president, allocates only a 5.2 percent
salary-pool increase for next year.
Ferrari showed that a total of
$1,462,000 will be available for a salary
increase.
IF SUBSIDIES from the -state
legislature are reduced by 7 percent
or $2.5 million, the University will
have an 11 million deficit with no funds
for salary increases, Ferrari said. Additional budget reductions and fee increases would be essential to balance
the budget, be said.
The majority of faculty senators
spoke in favor of the percent increase,
explaining the need for more money
to keep up with searing inflation.
Betty Logsdon, chairperson of the
Faculty Welfare Committee, expressed the need for a salary increase
recommendation.
"Everytime we address the budget,
faculty salaries seem to be at the bottom of the barrel," Logsdon said.
"If the barrel is empty we get
none," she said.

SHE SAID faculty salaries are not
keeping up with rising inflation each
year. As the costs at the University go
up, so do the costs at home, she said.
The faculty demand far exceeds the
University's projected percentage for
a salary increase, but Dr. Bill
Reynolds, chairman of the Faculty
Senate, said, because the appropriations are based on projected totals
that may be allocated to the University by the state, an exact percentage
cannot be predicted.
Reynolds agreed an increase is
necessary for faculty and staff, stressing that in the last 10 years faculty
salaries have not been given top billing in budget appropriations by the
University.
"The point is we have in the past put
our eggs in a basket other than faculty
salaries, and we have deferred this for
the past 10 years," he said. "Last year
we came very close to meeting with
the cost of living. How do you deal
vtith this when the cost of living goes
up, and the salary remains steady?"
THE ADMINISTRATION is presenting the worst possible income
analysis, Reynolds said. "The true
picture is that no one knows, neither
the administration nor the faculty
members, just how much money will
be available to allow for any kind of
salary increase," he said.
Reynolds cited this as the reason
senators believe they are justified in

requesting such higher increases than
the University is predicting it can now
afford.
"The administration has put
together a bleak picture that may be
bleaker than this or rosier than this,"
he said.
The projected 12.4 percent figure is
based on statistics given in the national Consumer Price Index which
increased 28.5 points from 1979, indicating a 12.4 inflation rate for 1980.
According to a study conducted by
the Senate Executive Committee, if
the faculty does not receive a cost-ofliving increase in 1981, it will reduce
the quality of education by its continued negative effect on faculty
morale at the University.
THE SEC believes inadequate
salaries over long periods cannot help
but convey to faculty that their contribution is not valued.
Students believe they are paying
teacher salaries entirely from their
tuition, he said, when in reality half
comes from state instructional subsidies. He said Gov. James Rhodes
believes student fees should increase
35-40 percent to meet University inflation demands.
"All costs are going up historically
and there has been a tendency not to
give a raise to faculty," he said.
"Studies show that faculty salaries today have fallen behind the rate of increase in other occupations and professions."

The sister said she would go into
villages in the mountains and teach
the peasants to teach themselves
about nutrition, how to read and
write and counsel youths. At night,
guerrillas would go into those same
villages and beat the people who
participated in her classes.
The peasants came to her, she
said, and told her the guerrillas
said she was a Communist.
THEY TOLD Drennen that communism must be good because the
missionaries were the ones that
helped them get food, clothing and
medication. By providing the junta
with arms to kill the poor, Drennen
said the United States is advocating
communism.

The telephone lines to the mission were tapped, and the missionaries always were stopped on
highways by the military to have
their identification cards checked.
Although she probably will never
be allowed to re-enter El Salvador,
Drennen said she believes she is doing more good for the Salvadorans
in the United States by writing to
congressmen, lobbying for legislation and relating the experiences
she had with death and torture in
that country.
She saidY'I received a letter
from an El Salvadoran boy, who
was killed, which said, 'Please tell
the people what is going on.' "

IRA ambushes truck
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (AP)
- An ambush team of IRA bombers
blew up a British armored vehicle
with a half-ton of explosives yesterday, killing five soldiers in the
"God-almighty" blast, the bloodiest
blow against the British army here in
two years.
Within hours, mobs of Roman
Catholic rioters took to the streets ol
Belfast and Londonderry, hijacking
buses and setting fires. In Roman
Catholic West Belfast, a bus was hijacked, emptied of its passengers and
set on fire, police said.

country" because of repeated IRA attacks there.

AT THE Maze prison near Belfast,
Irish Republican Army hunger striker
Raymond McCreesh was reported
blind, nearly deaf and slipping into a
coma in the 59th day of his fast to the
death.
The ambush bombing of the British
armored personnel carrier occurred
four miles east of McCreesh's
hometown, Camlough.

Pieces of the demolished vehicle
were blown as far as 500 yards away,
and the explosion gouged a deep
25-foot-wide crater in the road. One of
the Saracen's tires was sent flying
over a nearby house and came to rest
100 yards away.

The army immediately blamed the
devastating attack on the outlawed
IRA's "Provisional" wing, and the
"Provos" later claimed responsibility.
The personnel carrier was one of
two patrolling a rugged strip of land
skirting the Mountains of Mourne in
South Armagh, seven miles from the
Irish Republic border.
British troops call the area "bandit

Guerrillas hiding on a wooded
hillside set off the explosives, which
were planted in a drainage culvert
near a bridge that carries the Belfastto-Dublin railway line, the army said.
AN IRA statement said 1,000 pounds
of explosives were used and the
landmine-like device was detonated
by remote-control wire as the sixwheeled, 10-ton Saracen personnel
carrier passed over.

"It was a God-almighty bang, a hell
of an explosion," said Bernard
McAlistair, 67, who lives a half-mile
away.
"The poor men never stood a
chance, they could not have known
what hit them."
An army spokesman also estimated
the size of the charge at a half ton.
"It may take 10 days or 10 years but
we'll get the people responsible,"
Assistant Chief Constable Trevor
Forbes said at the scene of the explosion.

Witnesses say suspect
stepped back from fight
by Tracy Collins
News stall reporter

Brian Keith Thompson was not involved past the initial stages of the attack on Stephen Bowers last
November 16, according to testimony
given yesterday at Thompson's
murder trial at the Lucas County
Courthouse in Toledo.
Prosecution witness Jane Griffin
said in her testimony that Thompson
left the group attacking Bowers and
picked up a beer bottle to use in continuing the assault. Thompson then
broke the bottle on a guardrail, and
said he was going to " 'slash his
(Bowers') face out'," she said.
Griffin said she prevented him from
carrying out his threat by holding
Thompson back by his shoulders. She
added that Thompson then stood "in
shock that a girl was stopping him,"
until the incident broke up and he fled
with the other assailants.
UNIVERSITY student Doug
Jerabek saw one man standing away
from the crowd of attackers, probably
"watching out for the cops," he said.
Jerabek said he did not notice if Griffin was standing with the man.
Griffin was the only witness who
identified Thompson as an assailant.
Other witnesses testified they saw
him in the front seat of the car fleeing

BOTH DOCTORS agreed that of the
four stab wounds to Bowers' body, the
one in the lower abdomen was the
fatal one. That wound punctured the
large intestine and lacerated the vena
cava (the body's primary vein).
Bowers also sustained a serious
chest wound that punctured his right
lung and caused him to lose half of his
body's blood, Shehata said, adding
that the chest wound alone might not
have caused death. The other two
wounds in Bowers' body were superficial, Shehata said.
Bowers' chest wounds could only
have been inflicted if the victim's
arms were raised away from his body,
according to both doctors. Several
witnesses testified that two assailants
were pulling on the collar of Bowers'
coat, forcing his arms into the air.
Witnesses also testified they saw
Bowers bent over, a fact which doctors said may' have been a natural
reflex to receiving a stab wound to the
abdomen.
Each doctor said that more than one
knife must have been used in the
assualt because of the extreme difference between the fatal wounds and
the three other wounds.
Bowers toe night of the murder, and Peatee said the fatal wound occurWood County Coroner Roger Peatee, red when a knife was plunged five to
who was chief of anesthesia during the six inches into the body and then apparently twisted.
operation.

the incident, but could only say they
saw a "white guy" along with the
other assailants, who were Hispanic,
during the attack.
Four witnesses testified they chased
the assailants to the car used in the
escape, and they tried, unsuccessfully, to remove the assailants before the
car pulled away.
EACH WITNESS to the incident
testified that at no time did he see a
knife in Thompson's hands. Beside
Griffin, only Richard O'Donald
testified he saw a bottle in the hands of
a white male. O'Donald was with
Shultz when the incident occurred.
O'Donald said he saw a white male
pick up a bottle, but told the white
male there would be no "cutting" taking place. O'Donald said the male
tried to break off the end of the bottle,
but it "popped out of his hand."
The man finally succeeded in breaking off the end of the bottle, and he
disappeared from view while
O'Donald called Shultz's help, he said.
He did not see Griffin holding the
white man back, he added.
Also testifying yesterday were Dr.
Said Shehata, who operated on
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Opinion
Commission deserves
necessary authority

Missiles could be built in Canada

The Defense Department was
shaken a few weeks ago when the
Mormon Church came out against
the MX missile being built in Utah. It
should not have come as a surprise as
the Mormons own Utah, and while
Americans don't have anything personal against the system, no one
seems to want the monster built in his
own back yard.
Nevada, the home state of Sen. Paul
Iaxalt, President Reagan's dearest
friend, does not want it either. Sen.
Barry Goldwater, one of our strongest
defense supporters, has no intention of
asking for the system to be built in
Arizona, particularly since it uses so
much water.
So the question is, what place should
have the honor of being selected for
the MX site?
Texas seems like a good state for
the underground missile hiding place,
but it presents problems. When you
start digging in Texas as deep as our
missiles have to be placed, you're
bound to strike oil. It would be a very
difficult problem for the administration to decide whether the country
needs the oil more than it does the
nuclear weapons shelter.
New York City would also not be a
bad spot, since most of its potholes
could be used as dummy missile sites
to fool the Soviets. But the difficulty is
that if you put the MX system
underneath the ground using subway
tunnels, vandals would start putting
graffiti all over them, and scientists
would never be able to prove they had
developed a clean nuclear weapon.
Jersey is a favorite, particularforgot to mention that when the game
Do not permit News to was in jeopardy, the varsity was ly New
with senators from the West Unfortunately everything is now being
•brought in.
Defiance College has only one dumped in New Jersey, and the
become ho-hum rag
baseball team consisting of only two
This letter is in rebuttal to an article juniors. The remainder are freshmen
written by Joe Menzer, News assis- and sophomores.
tant sports editor.
Even though the first game was the
Menzer, given the responsibility to
John Ingham, concerning your
report on the University and Defiance University's and it seemed the second
College baseball game, brought game would be also, the University Focus of May 13, you have not only
shame on the News and honest Jour- playera displayed (heir sense of sport- misused the meaning of democracy,
nalism. His article is as fictitious as smanship by directing verbal abuse at but have somehow twisted it to fit
the almost Pulitzer Prize winning the Defiance College players and base your idea of what is happening in Northern Ireland.
story by Janet Cooke of the coaches.
Your first point, that the Irish
Coach Purvis was aware of the
Washington Post.
already have Northern Ireland, is true
With the off-hand incorrect repor- players' actions. I suppose the joy he - to an extent. They have Northern
ting by Menzer, be showed the ap- felt at the prospect of a rare two-game Ireland in the physical sense, or "in
titude and intelligence of a 4-year-old win enabled him to overlook their demographic terms" as you put it,
Ud who had just kicked a smaller kid childish actions.
His lack of control was obvious and I and I agree it would be absurd to
on the block.
suspect the reason for his ho-hum argue that the Protestant Irish are not
Menzer incorrectly reported the er- season.
Irish. However, Britain has the final
rors, all occurring in the first game,
I hope the News doesn't allow say on what Northern Ireland does
and neglected to mention Defiance reporters like Menzer to turn the politically and economically, and that
College out-hit the University.- The News into a ho-hum rag.
is what I feel the May 6 editorial
University didn't win; it was a gift.
meant by letting the Irish have NorMrs. Kathleen Steingraber thern Ireland.
Menzer also reported that the
Of course Northern Ireland has
.
400 Allen St.
University started the reserves,
WaUbridge, Ohio 434*5 representation in Parliament, but who
which included some juniors. He
represents them? The Irish Protestants. If, like you, I were to start
making comparisons to the United
States, in this country we stress majority rule and minority rights. I
agree that it would be undemocratic

Members of the Bowling Green Housing Commission
are confused, and rightly so.
In one breath, City Council is asking them to handle housing complaints of area residents, yet it is neglecting to take
the next breath - that of delegating the commission
authority to make decisions correcting the complaints.
Linda Metz, a member of the commission, said housing
problems normally are shuffled around to different groups
and officials before any action is taken. More authority and
a better working relationship with landlords would allow
the commission to act directly on these problems, she said.
Councilman Patrick Ng's suggestion to expand the commission from five to seven members would allow for more
representation from wards where student housing is more
concentrated, and it would provide for a student representative from the BGSU Consumer Union to have a voice in
housing decisions.
Unless more authority is granted to the commission,
there is no need for this expansion, Metz said.
It is only logical to grant the commission the authority it
needs to make housing decisions. Members may gain incentive to make sensible decisions if they are assured that
their decisions have important bearing on the outcome.
Rather than continue this "shuffling process," let's give
the housing commission authority to make and enforce
decisions which will improve area housing. After all, that's
why it was created in the first place.

Letters.

the hiding places necessary for the wheat would be grown on top of the
MX system and Prime Minister
system.
We would have to do the work at Trudeau would never be the wiser.
night, and carry out the dirt in buckets
as they do in prison motion pictures.
Now, although Canada can't be in on
But if enough workers are involved we our dirty little secret, it is essential we
Art Buchwald
could tunnel through by 1985.
leak the location of the MX system to
Syndicated columnist
Once the tunnels are shored up the Russians, so in case of a Soviet
under Canadian soil, we would give nuclear first strike, no one in Minground is so full of poisonous wastes Canada a giant order for wheat The nesota will get hurt.
that it's doubtful the state's earth
could stand another tunnel.
If It weren't for the price of land,
California would be a very nice place
for the MX system. It's President
Reagan's home state, and since he's
pressing for it, it would be a wonderful
tribute to him to build it underneath
his library when he leaves office.
Of course there is the earthquake
problem, which cannot be ignored. We
could get the missiles all in place, and
then a strong quake in Palm Springs
might set the things off. (For skeptics,
I need only remind you a Titan missile
in Arkansas was shot out of the ground
when a workman dropped a monkey
wrench down the hole.)
Forget Rhode Island and Delaware.
They are too small to accommodate
all the tunnels. Washington D.C., cannot be considered because the
senators and congressmen voting for
the system spend too much time
there, and refuse to be targets of
Soviet retaliation.
Where then? The only answer is
Canada, though it's imperative we
don't tell the Canadians about it What
we must do is announce we've
selected Minnesota as the site for the
MX. We start digging right next to the
Canadian border. But instead of tunneling south - we tunnel north as far
as is necessary to accommodate all

Focus

Meaning of democracy has been twisted
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University student

to "bow" to Irish Catholic wishes in
face of majority opposition, but it is
also undemocratic to ignore their
rights as a minority. The Irish
Catholics in the North have poorer
housing than the Protestants, have
lower paying jobs compared to their
Protestant counterparts, and are constantly slighted in their representation in Parliament.
And yes, Northern Ireland is not exploited by a tiny minority of British
settlers for the benefit of British imperialism, but instead by the Parliament to the detriment of the Irish
Catholics who live there.
Your response to the idea that
nothing would change in terms of the

Is Northern Ireland really in bondage? Does Great Britain really Impose that much restriction on the people and government of Northern
Ireland? I think not
Barbara Ann Lynch, in her Focus on
May 14, stated that she believes it Is Neil Broadbent
time Northern Ireland got its University student
freedom. Freedom from what may I
ask? The protective and economic is making things sound a bit too simservices Great Britain now provides? ple.
Northern Ireland would face many
The problem as I see, is more
more problems than it now endures if religious than political and has been
Great Britain did halt its for many centuries - long before the
"oppressive" actions.
British troops moved in. The fighting
I may add that I would also love to would not end by simply removing the
see a united Ireland, but I think British troops since it is the fighting
anyone who believes this would come between the Catholics and Protestants
about by simply having the British that the troops are there to quell.
troops and government vacate the
Also the British troops are paying
area, both physically and politically, with their lives for the help they are
trying to offer.
I also find it very interesting to note

Focus
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tion of a given doctrine reflecting its
views and interests." Is there
something wrong with expressing, the
views and interests of a person or a
group? I am not applauding the
method, only the cause.
You label the IRA's image as one of
a terrorist group. What do you call the
tactics of having British soldiers
parade up and down the streets of
Northern Ireland? Enforcing peace?
Or how about the two Catholics run
down by a British army Land-Rover
as stated in the May 6 editorial?
One last comment, Ingham. Comparing Sands to the Atlanta murderer
is getting things just a bit out of proportion. That should be clear enough;
I would feel foolish having to point out
the difference for you. And in regards
to your last sentence that this sort of
situation will not be tolerated in Britain, well Ingham, neither was
America's Declaration of Independence.

...but, Northern Ireland has freedom

1
*fl

Focus

violence in Northern Ireland if the
British soldiers were vacated is probably correct. However, the fighting
and ill feelings haven't ceased since
the Irish Catholics were first suppressed under British power in 1690.
That's quite a long time, Ingham. I
gather from your article you don't
favor change.
Perhaps you'll recall the Great
Potato Famine in the 1800s. It was the
Catholics in Northern Ireland who
were hit hardest, not the Protestants.
They were denied help by the majority of their own province, and of Britain, and as a consequence thousands
starved. All this underneath British
rule - majority rule, yes, but hardly
justice.
Your comment that "Sands' hunger
strike was part of a skillfully planned
propaganda exercise run by the IRA
to attract attention to its cause" is obvious enough. What else would it be,
and what is wrong with that?
Propaganda, as defined in the dictionary, is "the systematic propaga-
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Respond.

If you would like to comment on
something in the News or anything
of interest to the campus or community, write to the News.
The letter or guest column should
be typewritten, triple-spaced and
signed. Include your address and
telephone number for verification.
The News reserves the right to
reject letters or portions of letters
that are in bad taste, malicious or
libelous.
Address your comments to:
Editor of The BG News, 106 University Hall.

that "most back doors are left unlock- aware that Britons were cruel
ed for IRA patrols hiding from British creatures, especially to fellow
troops." I congratulated Lynch's in- members of the United Kingdom.
ternal spies for acquiring such a
revealing piece of information. I may
I would also like to congratulate
have given this statement more than a Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher
chuckle if she had mentioned her for her stand on the question of
source.
political prisoner status for IRA terI also believe that the IRA could get rorists. How any organization can
more accomplished if it refrained commit acts of terrorism against infrom its terrorist activities and sought nocent people and call themselves a
a more diplomatic solution to the pro- legitimate political organization is
blem. The more the IRA fights, the beyond me. They don't deserve
more the British troops will defend anything more than clean sheets on
themselves.
their prison cell bunks.
I might also add that the IRA is undoubtedly the aggressor in this conMurder is still murder, regardless
flict
of what the murderer calls himself. A
murder in the name of justice is not
Lynch also mentions "British in- necessarily justifiable. Is the IRA
humane treatment of the Irish peo- really getting close to freedom with
ple." I really wish Lynch would have each offensive and violent crime they
clarified this for me since I wasn't commit?
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SGA opens
meetings
The Student Government
Association's Constitution Steering
Committee has opened its meetings
to the public, starting yesterday
afternoon.
Meetings are held Tuesdays from
8:30 to 10:30 a.m. and 4 to 6 p.m.
The decision to open the
meetings was made at yesterday
morning's meeting, Public Affairs
Coordinator Dave Anderson said.
"We felt that input should be
open to any student concerns," he
said, adding that he suggested the
idea. "It was courteous."
The committee is formulating a
new student body constitution
which is scheduled for an October 1
campus-wide vote. SGA elections
are scheduled for Oct. 22.
Committee representatives are
planning to present students' rights
and responsibilities to Interim
President Michael Ferrari June 5.
During the summer, a special
committee will be working on the
constitution, consisting of Anderson, Jim Grierson, Jim Harpen,
Bruce Johnson, Margie Potapchuk
and Craig Tellerd.
The present committee consists
of representatives from campus
organizations and students-atlarge.
The next meetings will be held
Tuesday, May 26 from 8:30 to 10:30
a.m. in the Campus Room, Union,
and from 4 to 6 p.m. in the State
Room, Union.

Religious cults serve as refuge for dispossessed
by Dave Barardi
News reporter

Although religious cults such as the
People's Temple have become infamous, cults are not as harmful as
most people believe, Dr. John Cooper,
who has a doctorate in theology, said.
"We feel they are dangerous, but
most aren't as bad as we believe,"
Cooper, a guest speaker at St. Thomas
More Sunday night, said.
Cooper, author of Nor For A Million
Dollars, a book on cults, said the
number of religious organizations and
groups, including cults, is between
5,000 and 8,000.
"CULTS HAVE been around for a
long time. It's only been in the '70s
that they've been in the news," he
said.

Cooper defined a cult as "heretical
and differing widely from other types
of groups."
Cults are not for the poor and starving, but rather for those who feel
"alienated and dispossessed," Cooper
said. Also, cults usually are for
younger people, ranging in age from
the teens through the early 30s.
COOPER SAID it would take years
to explain the different reasons people
feel alienated or bored with life, but it
is usually because of a lack of attention. He added that cult members are
not interested in material objects and
frequently give all their possessions to
the cult.
Members of cults may have to pass
tests or rituals before becoming
members, he said.

A cult has many characteristics
But, he added, members usually
that differentiate it from a church. leave a cult after a few years because
Cooper said a cult has to have "an the "stroking and attention are ended
authoritarian leader whose word is to because cult recruiters are looking for
be obeyed." The leader dictates new members."
members' lifestyles by controlling
their money and child-rearing.
THERE IS a high degree of esoteric
knowledge within a cult and frequentTHIS "SHEPHERDING" of the ly only the leader knows exactly what
members leads to an "unquestioning the plans are for the cult. Frequently,
allegiance from members" to the a leader may be "heavenly decepleaders, Cooper said, adding that the tive" to members, Cooper said, adleader Is divine and frequently con- ding that he will say income is going
siders himself god.
toward a charitable cause even
A member's commitment to the through it never does.
leader is made through "conditioning
and stroking" of a person's ego.
Cooper noted that cults come from
Cooper said cults use sophisticated two religious origins - Eastern and
psychology to recruit people and European. He said the European or
"stroke" them with compliments so western cults seem to cause many
they lose their feelings of alienation.
more problems with or for others,

while Eastern religions usually isolate
themselves.
Emphasizing that some Bible-toting
cults from the South take advantage
of others, Cooper said a cult member
will say that "only his group's version
of the Bible is right."
THE BAPTIST background
Children of God Cult preaches prostitution as a way of life, or "hooking
for Jesus," Cooper said.
Other western cults include - the
People's Temple, the Shrine of
Wisconsin and the Way International,
which was started by Dr. Victor
Wierwelle in Van Wert, Ohio.
Among the Eastern cults are - the
Moonies, Hare Krishna or any type of
Hinduism and the Divine Light Mission, which is led by a young boy-god.

Housing commission asks city council to table ordinances
by Craig Hyde
News staff reporter

Two ordinances dealing with housing concerns in the city will be voted
on at the next city council meeting
unless the city housing commission
has its way.
In a special meeting of the housing
commission yesterday, four of the five
members present voted to ask council
to table its decision on two ordinances
directly related to housing-the ombudsman position and the expansion
of the housing commission from five
to seven members.

The purpose of the meeting was to
discuss the expansion and to clarify
the guidelines and responsibilities of
the commission that Linda Metz, commission member, has called "a bit
unspecific."
THE DECISION to request council
to table the decisions was made after
considerable discussion.
City Administrator Wesley Hoffman
defined the responsibilities of the
commission as, "identifying needs
and problems, recommending programs, projects and legislation; promoting public understanding,
cooperating with local citizens'

groups and governmental bodies, participating in conferences and
workshops, and performing specific
duties as delegated by council."
But Metz said she didn't think the
job description was enough. "I want to
see something specific and some
guidelines," she said.
She suggested that students and
renters need a place to air their concerns. Hoffman clarified that the commission could not become an appeals
board because the county housing
code enacted through the local health
department already has one which

mission to appoint committees to deal
with builders and landlords, students,
and the health department, at the sugDR. CHARLES' MEANS, commis- gestion of councilman Patrick Ng.
sion member, suggested that a
The commission decided it will wait
redefinition of the goals of the commi- to endorse the ordinance until it has
sion might define its role more clear- defined a definite role for itself.
ly. He made a motion to enact the exDr. Charles Barrell, city council
isting health department appeals member, said that Bruce Bellard,
board saying, "When legislation is council president, is planning to appassed, it ought to be enacted. The point a special committee to look into
commission voted unanimously to ac- various proposals that have been
tivate the appeals board.
made. He also said council had
The original ordinance expanding discussed tabling its decision on the
the commission will allow student two ordinances prior to the housing
representation and will allow the com- commission meeting.
was adopted by the city, but was
never used.

BUFF APARTMENTS

SENIORS

Renting for summer
Special Summer Rates.
Air conditioned.
Block away from campus

SPRING CRAFTS FAIR

working in The Toledo Area?

DON'T RENT!!

New and unique crafts mode by

Phone:352-1966

OWN a Rudder Construction Condominium.
For $39,000 you can live in a brand new home with
brand new furniture.

local croftmakers will be sold.
Monday May 18 - Wed. May 20
Mon. June 1 7:00 P.M.
STATE ROOM, UNION

foOOAM-SPM UNION OVAL
■No Maintenance
■Property Appreciation ^
■Tax deductions

Rakitfle Union lobby and Promenade Uwift

Sign-ups from May 15-June 1
in UAOoffice.50 upon sign-up

■Build Equity

NOW BEING OFFERED: $3,000 furniture allowance
10% Down 12% Int. 5 year call- 1-point

Summer Jobs

' plant clippings will be given out
'w^w^^w^^'

ifonicy 60

•Establish Credit Rating
■Pride In Ownership

20% Down 11.5% Int. year straight- no points
We Are Specialists Who
Understand Your Needs

Attention Students
opportunitv to earn $4,500and up
$2,400 guaranteed
Can work in your hometown
Cash Scholarships
Gain valuable experience for your future
profession

Call: Chapparal Real Estate Company
866-5800

Special"
\A/AD7V'C YOUR PICNIC
WMnLl
O HEADQUARTERS

Must have own car
Usingers

Apply in person -- Town Rm.-Union
12:45-1:45-2:45 Thursday-Friday only

BRATWURST

AA.

HOUSES FOR FALL
724 E. Wooster Street
6 Bedroom, furnished house
Up to 10 renters
9Vi Mo. Lease
12 Mo. Lease
850VMo. — Mil.
700VMO. — Utll.
(Lease Must Start 6/15/81)

TIRE SALE
A 78-13
E 78-14
G 78-14
G 78-15
H 78-15

SALE PRICE
$29.95
37.95
39.95
41.95
43.95

338 N. Main
3 Bedrooms Plus Full Basement
Up to 7 Renters
9V> Mo. Lease
12 Mo. Lease
67fVMo. — Utll.
575/Mo. — Utll. (Lease Must Start 6/15/81)
114 Ridge Street
Large House Plus Basement
Up to 7 Renters
9Vi Mo. Lease
12 Mo. Lease
850 — Utll.
550 — Utll. (Lease Must Start 6/15/811
519 Thurstln Avenue
3 Bedroom. Furn.
Up to 5 Renters
9Vi Mos.
12 Mos.
350/Mo. — 30 Utll. (Must Start WWII

These Prices Good Till 6/5/81
MAURER GREEN RENTALS
224 E. Wooster St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 352-0717

Jones

Steel Belted
Radials -721
F.E.T.
$1.58
2.04
2.28
2.36
2.57

Size
P175/80R13
P195/75R14
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

Replaces
Sales Price
BR78-13
$69.95
DR, ER78-14
76.57
GR 78-15
83.99
HR, JR 78-15 86.99
LR78-15
92.88

Save $7.50
Free Front Tire
Spin Balance with
Front End Alignment
(Offer Expires - June 15)
—coupon-

HICKORY SMOKED

HAM
F.E.T.

$1.79
2.26
2.64
2.84
3.06

2 LTR NON RETURN.

Free Lubrication

SuperGRINDER

Save $4.50

sub sandwich

,1. 19
* 9.98

SHOULD FEED 6 10 NORMAL PEOPLE
FREE BAG OF 1102 CAINS CHIPS GOES TOO!

I Free Lube with Oil Change and Filter
| includes: Greasing All Ball Joints
• Power Steering Fluid
• Transmission Fluid
I
• Brake Fluid
I
I
• Battery Water Level
• Differential Level
(Offer Expires June 15)
—coupon—

(Call ahead We need lime lo prepare this oneII

ICE • BEER • WINE • CHEESES • MIXES
DELICATESSEN & WiNE SHOPS

1068 NORTH MAIN ST.

Homer's Marathon

BOWLING GREEN 352-8434

E. Wooster St.
Please Call For Your Appointment (352-2355)
Use your Marathon Credit Card and take up to 6 months to pay lor your
purchases.

, 2.98 ib.

* THE FINEST TASTE AVAILABLE! *
OUR OWN CRISP EXTRA LARGE KAISER BUNS 4 for 99c

Student Savers
Sale Ends (May 27)

Alignment
& Balance

,2. 49 lb.

• A GRILL SENSATION! *
OUR OWN OLD FASHION "BRAT" BUNS .6 for 99c

(fflfi) Spring Specials
Champion
New Delux

MILWAUKEE

iNext lo the Liquor Storel
These items are on special through Mav 23

aste

4 lb* BO News May 20,1981

Classifieds.
CM»PU*/CITY «VNTS
LHeaeving Claaaet offered at
Cleerwafer Quarry. Perryaburg.
Airlno eummer. Sessions every
twowftn. Contact Lite 17i 38U
Freadi Ceearet ■■tartamnaflt
•ar all students. 7 p.m Waal May
Hth at Slgd.nl Forum
iaeneered By Tha Worm student
jaaetlatlti.
LOIT A POUNO
LACOSTE JACKET TAKEN
FROM
UPTOWN
BAR
SATURDAY NIGHT. PLEASE
RETURN, IF NOT THE
JACKET. THEN PLEASE
RETURN THE KEYS. 3r2 3»04
OR DROP OFF AT ALPHA
GAMMA DELTA HOUSE. NO
QUESTIONS.
RIPES
Ride needed May 22 to Ori.o
University or Arhani area. Will
help with ea». Call Dab at 7 MOT
Of 2-1750.
SERVICES OPPEREO
Early abortion, teats tor
pregnancy and VD, birth control
Call Toledo Medical Services.
I4H) 143 im
PERSONALS
Buying gold 1 sliver
Paying highest prices
Jewelry Box, IM W. Wooatar.
NEXT TO NEW SHOP. Spring
clothes, lormals, housewaras
Open Turn. 10-4. Frl. 17:30. St.
Aloyslus School, 2nd tioor.
TKE ROTC WATERWARS A
unique water event. Participate
and help us support St. Judeal
I'm easy...I'm cheap and I'm
last-with T-shirts tor your group
or organization. Call Tim
152-27ot,
Attention:
TKE ROTC
waterwars has been changed due
to Memorial day vacation.
Changed to Sat. May 30th at 12:00
Rac Cantor Lagoon. Ba morel
Sab-Ma-Oulcli drart happy hours:
Sun. IHru Wad. HO p.m., Thurs..
Frl.. ft Sat.. 5-0 p.m. I lor I by me
glass or pitcher.

ffip

Myles Pizza Pub

T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
T-SHIRTS
TIM m-wat ar c.J. m-ant.
Congrats Sigma Nu on winning
thellrst annual Kappa Delia ZBi
Croquet Tourney! Wa Knew you
could do III Love, your Kappa
Delta coachea.
Mark McOanM: Your sports
season is almost over. How about
starting a new season with me?
#32 Admirer.
PM Eta Sigma Members get
psyched tor Brookdalel
HEY
LEONARDI
Congratulations on winning the
women's trlatnaIon...Love. 4S D.
LEE BOBBER:
To
tha
proverbial Easter Egg-always
coiortui but never laid. No SO yd
line lor you. only the E N D ZONE
There, somebody's bound to
scorel (you with) Fellz Natal,
Much Love ft Smoochles. C.K.
Someone saw Paddy at the
LasVegas Hilton Bar; on the
seventh floor.
__^_
Happy ltth B day Mickeyl Love
"Bun Commander"
JOB MARKETS, salaries.
housing, schools, climate, much
more. Comparative city analysis
by professional planner. Send
u 50 to Colorado Sourcebook,
Box 132 C Loveland, Colorado
80537.
Gilts ft other useful Items at
discount prices. Send for our
Illustrated catalog. Purchase of
over 15.00 will be reduced by
Jl.00. All Items made In our own
factories ft stocked in our
warehouses. Write: Lincoln
Mailorder House 142 West End
Ave. N.Y., NY. 10033.
Once again the Phi Psl pride
comes through with a great
Dawn Dance. Congrats to all new
members of the s and Q team.
We're ready tor the grand f Inale-The Phi Kappa Psl Bathtub
Race! So get ready brothers and
III sis'I
Alpha Delta PI congratulates Sue
Shamhart. Outstanding Pledge.
Joy Watson, Best Essay. Kaye

Canoe Trip

*<!£%%/ Final Payment

Kirk. Most Constructive Active;
Gena Barney, Outstanding
underclassman, and Kim Fitch,
Outstanding Senior.
Phi Psl's Friday night aura was
tunl Thanks tor a great time.
Love. The Alpha Pelts.
Jaa Maskevyak Macho Macho
Man.
Hay Mouse You have strict
orders to have a super lfth
B day, or the queen of wenches
will attack! Happy 8-Day! Luv

Your Roomie.
Karol
Ballentlne:
Congratuloflons on becoming a
Delta Upsllon Lll Sis. Looking
forward to having a great year!
Love your big sis. Gloria.
KD's ft ZBT'sa" your work ft
planning finally paid off. Thanks
to all who worked for the first
croquet tournament. Jot.
It's been reported Paddy Murphy
was seen In Jonestown looking
for someone to go drinking with.
CHANDA
ft
BILL—I'M
STUNNED. I'M HONORED.
AND I'M SO HAPPY FOR YOUI
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
YOUR
ENGAGEMENT!!!
LOVE YOU BOTH. M.B.
WANTED
1 m. rmte. needed. Wlnthrop
Terrace.» mo. lease, unlurn. SIM
ft mil. Tim 352-0751.
1 or 2 persons to sublet apt. for
sum. S250/mo Includ. ufll..
swimming pool, game room; call
Bob M. 154133a between 4-5:30
p.m. dally.
1 f. needs place to live Fall. IteT
only. Call Betsy 15588.
2 t. rmtes. tor II12 school yr.
S32S/mo ft ufll. Call 352 2412.
1 rmte. summer quarter and/or
II12 school year. Call Rnedy
354-151* or Tim 3521*334.
Need 2 112m students to fill
apts. Near campus. ?/mo lease
tor school year 81-82 phone
352-7365.
1 m wanted to help share apt. for
81 82 school year. SI25/mo. Incl.
will. Call 2 1442.

F. rmte. needed tor 81 school yr.
to share 1 bdrm. apt. Call 352 9150
after 5:00.
F. rmte. needed for 01-82 year.
Own bdrm. in Inexpensive house
next to campus. 371-4784.
Wanted F/M to share house for
summer. S125/mo. Own room.
Call 352 la<2.
2 F. rmte. for 81-82 sch. yr. to
share apt. Call 372 -sail
HELP WANTEO
NEEDED: TALENT FOR TV
PRODUCTION. CALL 352-oaSO.
June Graduates
Career positions available In
accounting, business, data
processing, finance, sales,
marketing and management.
Openings local and national. Call
or sand resume for details. AIM
EXECUTIVE 5151 Monroe
Toledo, OH 43H3 1419) 885-5044.
CLEVELAND
AREA
STUDENTS
Don't pack away your blue leans
when you're looking for that
summer lob. Dress comfortably
In our downtown Cleveland
office. You'll be promoting N.E.
Ohio's fl newspaper over the
telephone. Excellent summer
opportunity. Call Mr. Cadwell
(collect) I2U) ata-4833.
Degreed ACCOUNTANTS with
good gpa, 81621,000. Degreed
with experience. S2I-22.000.
EEOC Employer. Call Laura
3535292. Snelling ft Snelllng of
BO.
ACCOUNTANT. BS Degree with
2/3 yrs. experience CPA very
helpful, or qualifying for CPA, to
be groomed as controller. Salary
822 25,000 all benefits paid. Call
Snelllng ft Snelllng 352 5292. '
GRAD. STUDENTS Furn. house
avil. Sept. 15 near campus.
Deposit. Call 287-4348 or 352-3707.
Summer: 521 E. Merry, 2 bdrm.
turn. apts. near University. 8450
for entire summer. Call John
Newlove Real Estate 352 6553.
Summer: (31 7th St. 2 bdrm.
turn., apts. 8450 for entire
summer. Call John Newlove Real
Estate 152-6553.

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
^
835 High St. ^
**
Phone: 352-9378 **
*$$$$$$$$ SUMMER SPECIALS $$«$$$$$

Due May 12th 7:30

Haven House
Piedmont Apt*
Birchwood

100 Hayes
Drivers/Tents
needed

Small Bldas
7th St.
Complexes, Houses, Etf., 1 & 2 Bdr
CHERRYWOOD CLUB features INDOOR
HEATED POOL & recreation facility.

A* ABORTION: BOTH SIDES
jp7
PRESENTED

1515 E. Wooster St.
8th * High St.
650 Sixth St.

ABORTION
TOLL FREE

357 Mai.

REDUCED SUMMER RATES
ON APARTMENTS. CALL
NEWLOVE REALTY 352-51H.
Apt. for Sum. Sublease. About
lax for entire sum. Incl. mil. A
phone, A/C; v> Mk. down S.
College; F. non-smoKer only.
Call Sandy 353 2405.
f sublease avail, for house right
on Wooster directly across St.
from McFell Center Only
»75/mo., no utll. Call 3522000,

Kelly.
M. or P. rmte. start Sept. Own
bdrm; oarage, lawn, garden,
porch. 8133/mo Call Jim 373-0375.
3S3-07W.
Fum. Office. Clean, close to
campus. Sublease to Sept. or 1 yr.
lease. 8150/mo * utll. 353 7331 or
353-3445.

Summer rentals- houses, apts.,
and single rooms. Near campus.
Phone 152 73a5.
.
Haven House apt. avail, to sublease next year. Call 353 8344.
3 bdrm. fum. house avail. June
19 353 7454.
Lg. 1 bdrm. apt. avail. June 15.1
biks. from campus. Call Larry
354-ltTa eves.
Summer rentals. Furn. apts.
with air conditioning! 354-7454
Lg. 1 bdrm apt. avail. Sept. 15. 3
blks. from campus. Call Larry
3S4-M7S avea.
3 bdrm. duplex tor 3 4 students.
8135/parson 4 utll. avail.
6/15-f/15.HUTU.
FOR SALE
FREE PUPPY, MY NAME IS
CHESTERI I'VE HAD SHOTS A
I'M HOUSE TRAINED. MY
LANDLORD DOES NOT LIKE

ME SO YOU HAD BETTER
CALLQUICKI 353 3485.
3 bdrm. mobile home, new
carpet, new waterheater new
furnace. 83,800 or 8800 down
payment and 8153/mo. Call
353-3313.
Pentax
K 1000
ft
Ace.
8150 or best offer
Alan 353-3614.
Tom PHI* ticket! Call 352 671]

FOR RENT
E»flc. for summer. 8170/mo
A/c, cable; close to campus.
Call 353 8854 anytime.
Lg. 3 bdrm. house for summer,
furnished, near campus. Price
negotiable. 353 3458
Brand new 1 ft 3 bdrm. apts. next
to campus. Furnished or
unfurnished. Avail, starting Fall
Quarter. Corner of Thurston ft
Reed. Call 353 5104.
Are our Summer rates the lowest
for 3 br, AC apts? Find out. Call
353 4M4 eves.
Single rooms for male students.
Near campus. Ph 3537345
433 N. Enterprise, 3 bdrm. house.
8380 for 13 mo lease; 441 N.
Enterprise, 3 bdrm. house, 8380
tor 12 mo lease; 433 N.
Enterprise. 1 bdrm. apt. ft 3
bdrm. apt. All avail. June or
September; Call 1-877-W43.
SUMMER APTS.
CALL TOM BAER
351-1800 or 353 4671
Apt. to sublease tor sum. qtr.
All utll. Includ. A/C paldl
Call 353 4347.
3 students m/f 4/15 to 8/31 own
bedroom. House ' i block from
campus. 8125/mo plus share of
utll. 353 7754.

3521504
6 FREE SODA POPS
Orange, grape, peach with any 14" 2 Item or
more pizza
Coupon expires May 24,
1 coupon per pizza

Norrell Temporary Services
will be accepting applications for
employment on THURS., MAY 21 in the
State Room of the University Union from
9 a.m.-4 p.m.
We are seeking individuals with
clerical skills in the following areas:
•
a
a
a
a

Typing
Shorthand
Word processing, data entry
Receptionist
Dictaphone

We are also seeking individuals who
would like job opportunities In light Industrial work.
We will be available to answer questions,
accept applications and to interview.
Please stop by and meet Jackie Miller and
Pete Valiton.
Refreshments will be served.

*******************************
*
*
*

Varsity Lanes

I

t*
J
*
*J+

Putt Putt Golf Course

»

Spring Hours:
Mon.-Fri—
Sat & Sun

9 a.m. - 10 p.m.

6 pm-closing
12 noon-closing

t

t*

7033 S. Main-Next to Varsity Lanes

FOREST APTS.
853 Napoleon Rd.
9 Mo. Fum. %380lmo.
plus elec.

TEE
€0FT8H0P
PRIf^fTNG*
TYPING SERVICES

********************************
'RESUMES
•OATA SHEETS
'FLYERS &
POSTERS
'BUSINESS
CAROS
'RESEARCH
PAPERS
•WEDDING
INVITATIONS
•THESIS 'FORMS

SENIORS.

"HOURS"
Mon.-Fri. 9:30-5:30
Sot. 9 a.m.-noon

All you need is a minimum of a BS/BA degree (summer graduates
may inquire), be no more than 34 years old, be able to pass aptitude
and physical examinations and qualify for security clearance.
(U.S. citizenship required). Your benefits package includes 30 days'
earned annual vacation, medical/dental/low cost life insurance
coverage plus other tax-free incentives. If you're interested in gaining
managerial and technical responsibilities fast, call the Naval
Management Programs Office at:
or send a letter to:

Now Leasing for
Fall

Apply for an
editorial staff
position for
this summer

J
■*
-fc
+

ELECTRONICS • ENGINEERING
INVENTORY CONTROL/PURCHASING
PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION
SYSTEMS ANALYSIS

1-800-438-8039

1981

SUMMER JOBS

Whatever your degree will be, the Navy can give you a management
position (if you qualify). You 11 get technical training and managerial
experience, Tne Navy offers managerial positions in the following areas:

Thursday May2lst
* Representatives from Pro Choice will speak
9:00 - 2 Town Room, 3rd floor Union
* Representative from Pro Life will speak
9:00 - 2 Taft Room, 3rd floor Union
Speakers, Slide Shows and Information
Available to all.

Summer: 1 bdrm. turn. epfi. 8490
for 3 full monttm. 705 7th Sf. Call

352-4068
117'/i E. Court
IMMIGRATION SERVICES

# Pu it ■&'] ^ *f>

16101 Snow Road, #3 • Brookpark, Ohio 44142 • (216) 522-4830 (collect)

352-2276

Q\ 0\ tHOr t«£/]_
TIMOTHY MJrlANLEY
ATIWHT 1 COJWflOE M UK

BBCA Elections Timetable
May 21 applications available
May 26tn screening of candidates In the
Amani 6.00 p.m.
(to be announced) presentation of candidates
at BSU meeting Thursday May 21st
May 2ist-28tn campaign
May 27th- Election io-5p.m. In the union
June ist-office effective

AU

BRATHAUS

twice as much
every wed. night

352-6707

- Uta* C«rtN8t
a OiperWHR O-l.-a*
UaMtaal ptMfM A<wJ

Thanks to those who
made the OX Roast a sucess,
especially UA0
i

i+Congratulations to Deb Harle
Ithe 1981 Theta Chi Sweetie Piel

216/762-2448
450 Grant, Suite 104
Akron, Ohio 44311

American
Cancer I
Society?
Now Leasing for
Fall
LUTHER II
841 8th SI.
9 mo. Furn. S31S/mo.
plus Qas & Elec.

LUTHER III
733-777 Manvllle
9 mo. Furn. S325/mo.
plus Qas. & Elec.
3526985

Summer Session 1981
Matt In Registration
Deadline May 22
Graduate
Students
Rml21
McFatt Center

Undergraduate
Students
RmUO
Administration

Tt* BG Nwi May 20,1961 5
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Sports.
Falcons finish year
with twinbill split
by Jo* Merger
News assistant sports editor

Bill Lally and Roger McDowell
were not quite as perfect as L*n
Barker of the Cleveland Indians was
the other night, but the two collegiate
pitchers did put enough goose eggs up
on the scoreboard to earn victories for
their respective teams in a seasonending doubleheader between
Cleveland State and Bowling Green,
yesterday, at Steller Field.

By then, BG had stretched the lead
to 4-0. A base hit by Brian Goodwill
and bunt singles by Dave Anderson
and Phil Oropallo loaded the bases
with none out in the second inning.
One run then scored on Chip Skinner's
double play ball, but it appeared that
the rally might be over.
Instead, Lough delivered his second
hit in as many innings to score Anderson with BG's fourth and final run.
Bowling Green senior first
baseman Dave Litzenberg has been
named to the Division I academic
all District 4 team by that district's
sports information directors.
The Flndtay native was the No. 1
vote-getter among the first basemen
In District 4, which includes Ohio, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Minnesota
and Wisconsin.
Before yesterday's doubleheader
with Cleveland State, Litzenberg
was batting .333 and leading the
team In runs scored (18), stolen
bases (5), and put outs (228).
Litzenberg carries a 3.91
academic average at BG, while majoring In mathematics and computer
science.

CSU's Lally outdueled BG's P.D.
Elber to win the first game, 1-0, but
BG was able to close out the season on
a winning note, 4-0, when McDowell
pitched a strong five-hit shutout for
the Falcons in the nightcap.
It was ironic that BG ended the
season on a winning note, especially
since its loss in the earlier game was
its 28th of the season, more than any
other team in Falcon baseball history.
BG FINISHES its season with a
17-28-1 overall mark, while Cleveland
State winds up 24-22-1.
The Falcons struck quickly in the
second game, scoring a pair of runs in
each of the first two innings.
After Chip Skinner walked to open
the nightcap, Dave Lough ripped a
double down the leftfield line to give
BG a lead it would not relinquish,
thanks largely to the fine pitchingof
McDowell, who finished the season
with a 3-4 record.
McDowell was in command from
the beginning against the Vikings,
allowing just five hits, walking none
and striking out four to post his first
shutout since the final day of last
season, when he shut out these same
Vikings,«).
"I WAS really loose in the early innings, and I just loosened up more as I
went along," McDowell said. "I was
just thinking about going out and winning (before the game). I guess about
the third or fourth inning, I started
thinking about the shutout."

CSU's biggest scoring threat came
in the sixth inning, when two walks
and a bloop single loaded the bases
with two out. But McDowell, who had
a fine curve all day, got Viking second
baseman Frank Maire to pop up for
the final out of the inning.
"I RELIED on that (curve) a lot,"
he said. "I didn't think I had my best
fastball. It was moving pretty good
and I was catching the outside corner
with it, but I didn't think it was my
best fastball."
"McDowell pitched well, as he has
his last four outings," BG coach Don
Purvis said. "He is going to be a fine
pitcher."
McDowell, only a sophomore, expressed hope that he would not have to

staff photo by Scott Keeler
Steller Field. Skinner avoided CSU catcher Chuck Deskln's tag to
score BG's first run of the afternoon; teammate Dan McHugh looks on.

BG's Chip Skinner dives for the plate In the first inning of yesterday's second game of a doubleheader against Cleveland State at

wait another year for his next collegiate shutout.
"I hope it's the first one (game) I
pitch next year," he said.
WHILE MCDOWELL was nearly
untouchable in the nightcap, both pitchers in the first game were much the
same way. CSU's Lally and BG's
Elber gave up just four hits apiece,
and the difference might have come
when BG botched opportunities to
score in each of the first two innings.
"Sometimes I get hurt in the early
innings, but then I usually sei my control and end up strong," said Lally,

who upped his record to 4-3 with the
1-0 shutout.
That was exactly the pattern Lally
followed yesterday against the
Falcons. The 5-11, 185-pound
freshman was not sharp in the first
two innings, walking three and giving
up three of BG's four hits.
H.J. Smith, Goodwill and Bob
Zielinski each reached base to lead off
the first, but Smith got thrown out attempting to steal second and Goodwill
got picked off to take the Falcons right
out of the innings.
BG LOADED the bases in the second on a double by Kevin Glasspoole,

a walk to Greg Engler and a single by
Phil Oropallo, but Smith bounced out
to end the inning.
Then Lally began finding the strike
zone and allowed just three baserunners the rest of the way. Lough's
pinch-hit single in the final inning was
BG's only hit after the second inning.
"That was probably the best game
I've thrown this year," Lally said. "I
usually throw heat. I've got a good
fast ball and a good slider and curve to
go with it on certain days. Today I had
the slider after the first two innings."
The Vikings scored the game's only
run in the fourth inning. Greg Vanek

Stolz's 2-year outlook may disturb every-day critics
It struck me as odd, when, after
last Saturday's intra-squad scrimmage at Doyt Perry Field, Bowling
Green coach Denny Stolz was voicing
the virtues of his "two-year football
team."
I seem to remember a time not too
long ago, last November to be
specific, when Stolz, his staff and the
rest of the University community
were wondering whether or not those
ever-present winds at Doyt Perry
Field would be ushering out the old
and ushering in the new in 1981.
But Stolz was given a vote of confidence by BG Athletic Director Jim
Lessig, and the result meant that a
changing of the guard was postponed
for at least another year.
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Sideline
Christopher Sherk
News sports editor

With all the uncertainty that clouded Stolz's situation last fall, it would
have been understandable to see this
coach driving himself to success next
fall. Yet, here was a coach that was
talking about games more than a
season down the road.
STOLZ IS in charge of a program
that has not seen a winning season
since 1976. In his four years at BG,

he has guided the Falcons to records
of 5-7, 4-7, 4-7, and last fall, 4-7.
When Lessig announced at the end
of last season that he was staying
with Stolz, the BG AD said,
"Programs do not improve by
changing coaches every four years.
They improve with stability."
Four years would appear to be ample time to reach a level of athletic
stability. And from the sounds of
things last Saturday, there may be
yet another less-than-prosperous
campaign before BG begins to reap
from its harvest.
While I still remain a supporter of
Lessig's decision to stick with Stolz, I
have wonder just how long this losing trend may continue.

STOLZ HAD a good track record of
rebuilding sagging football teams
before his arrival at BG. It took him
just three years to rejuvenate the
program at Alma College to an 8-0
record. At Michigan State, Stolz had
the Spartans showing a 7-3 mark in
just two years.
And it should be remembered that
BG was three points or less from victory on five occasions last fall. That
particular statistic not only set an
NCAA record, but it also was difference between a team with a 4-7
mark and one that might have been
9-2.
Add to that the fact that BG was a
legitimate Mid-American Conference
title contender for 10-weeks of the

Sports briefs.
An all-state soccer player from
Lexington, Ky, and two players who
led Centerville High School to a twoyear record of 32-3-4 have signed national letters of intent to attend Bowling Green this fall, soccer coach Gary
Palmisano said.
The Ohioans are goalkeeper Kim
Bucher and midfielder/back Pat Kenney, who helped Centerville win two
consecutive Western Ohio League
championships. The third player signed is Steve Flanagan, who set a state
scoring record last season with 40

1980 campaign. Discouraging losses
to Central Michigan and Ohio ended
what was an otherwise decent
season.
Stolz has the program headed in
the right direction. With 46 of his top
50 players returning for two more
years, including his entire starting
backfield from last fall, Stolz can expect a squad that should be competitive with the rest of the MAC.
However, Stolz also can expect to
hear some more heavy criticism if
next season's record book looks
similar to his last four. He may
foresee great things from a two-year
football team, but his critics will be
around one year at a time.

Meadow View Court
214 Napoleon Rd.
352-/195

goals in leading Tates Creek High
School to the Kentucky state championship.

"Garry is a good skater and puck
handler," BG coach Jerry York said.
"His best asset is his ability to move
the puck. He makes the quick pass on
Garry Galley, a defenseman from the breakout that gets you out of the
Ottawa, Ontario, has signed a national zone. We expect he will be able to step
letter of intent with Bowling Green.
in and play immediately."
Galley played for the Gloucester
Rangers in a Tier II Junior A league
Jim Demos of Centerville and Steve
this season, The 8-0, 175-pound
defenseman scored 18 goals and Beier of Fort Wayne, Ind., two highly
assisted 29 others in 49 games this regarded high school tennis players,
year to help his team to the Central have signed national letters of intent
to attend Bowling Green in the fall.
Junior A League championship.
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CONGRATULATIONS

803-815 8th St.

Paul "

325.°° and elec.

FUNK & JAZZ
BAND

224 E Wooster St.
Bowling Green, 352-0717

Bowling Green defeated Sandusky,
94, to win the championship of the
Sandusky Bay Festival Rugby Tournament. Mike Harrington's penalty
kick with 10 minutes left in the game
gave BG the championship for the
third year in a row.
Bowling Green advanced to the
championship match by routing
Findlay, 57-0.

IM notes.
Entries for the IM track and field
meet are now available from fraternity and residence hall athletic
chairmen. Entries are due Tuesday,
May 26. The meet will be held on May
27 and 28, at 6:30 p.m.
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Euery Monday

Arable
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YOUR
CHOICE
VALUE MEALS

Chopped
Beef
Dinner

Read the News

2 Bedrooms, furnished

Maurer £ Green Rentals

Club clips.

atPONDEROSA

Now Leasing for Fall 1981
Efficiencies, Unfurnished
or
Furnished All Utilities Paid
One Bedroom, Unfurnished or Furnished
Monthly Heat Included
All Units Carpeting, New Drapes,
Qas or Electric Range*,
. Refrigerator, Trash Removal,
Laundry Facilities, Sauna, and
Swimming Pool

FALL SPECIAL

led off the inning with a single off
Elber's glove, Pete Fletcher walked
and, after Bob Papp's grounder had
moved the runners to second and
third, Dave Lehotsky grounded a
single through the infield to score
Vanek.
"They got the one single when they
needed it," Purvis said. "We had six
runners on base in the first two innings and did not take advantage of the
opportunity.
"You only get so many chances (to
score), and you either do or you don't.
They capitalized on their lone opportunity, and we did not."

«

Hubcr

Filet of
Fish Dinner
1544 E. Wooster

BG News

Salesperson of the Week

THURSDAY HIGHTS 10 PM-1 AM

Special dlnnen feature
choice of Chopped Beef or
Flth Filet, and both include
AllYou-CanEat Salad Bar.
Baked Potato and Warm
Roll with Butter

PQNDEROSiV
Cannot b« UMCS in combination
wtth othardiscounts Applicable
taxas not included. At Participating Steakhouaes
£ IMI t»ond»fo«i Sytlam. Ine

